Mastersstudio Modern Movement Architecture / Bachelorstudio Conservation & Restoration

Development of the University Square and the space between IKDC-School of Architecture

The objectives are to activate the sites, create active space, attractive to students, teachers, researchers and guests at the University.

The projects include proposals for:
- new underground Aula Magna for 950 people, bistro, exhibition area and student center at University Square.
- new main entrance, library auditorium for 300 people, showrooms and interior communication between IKDC and the School of Architecture.

The work was developed through site analysis, in workshops with professors adj Dorte Mandrup and Håkon Vigsnaes and studiowork including visits to development projects and design offices in New York as well as art museums, the Cologne-Düsseldorf-Essen. Infill, the meeting between new and old architecture has been a focus for work on volume, light and functional studies.